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Squeezed excitation in cavity QED: Experiment and theory
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One of the canonical questions in quantum optics is the nature of the radiative properties of an atom when
the normal vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic reservoir are replaced by the asymmetric, reduced
fluctuations of a squeezed vacuum. While the basic radiative linewidth-narrowing effect has been known for
over a decade@C. W. Gardiner, Phys. Rev. Lett.56, 1917~1986!#, experimental realizations with operationally
definable definitive manifestations of the quantum nature of the squeezed reservoir have been largely lacking
from subsequent investigations. This paper presents measurements on an experimentally realized atom–
squeezed-light system, in which the squeezed-light output of a subthreshold optical parametric oscillator
illuminates an atom strongly coupled to a high-finesse optical resonator. Transmission of a weak probe field
incident on the atom-cavity system is investigated both theoretically and experimentally. Alteration of the
transmitted probe spectrum has been observed, as has a transmission modulation that depends on the phase of
the squeezed field relative to a saturating coherent field~displaced squeezing!. In certain parameter regimes,
properties unique to the quantum nature of the squeezed light have been identified in the theoretical treatment,
but complications in the experiment prevent their unequivocal measure. It is found that the observed effects of
the squeezed light are dramatically reduced relative to the predictions of an idealized theory. This is quanti-
tatively attributed to the effects of atomic beam fluctuations and a simple modeling of the atomic beam as an
additional loss mechanism in the theory leads to reasonable agreement with the data.@S1050-2947~98!05510-3#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Ct, 32.80.2t
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INTRODUCTION

It has been known for quite some time that squee
vacuum can have significant effects on the radiative prop
ties of atoms@1–3#. Demonstrating this in the laboratory ha
proved to be a demanding and difficult task, with to da
only one experiment reported@4#. Given that realizable ex
perimental systems are so scarce, so too are operationa
teria for identifying what is and what is not quantum m
chanical about the atom–squeezed-field interaction.

In addition to a general lack of squeezed light sour
coincident with convenient atomic transitions, the dearth
experimental realizations can be attributed to the difficulty
efficient coupling of squeezed optical ‘‘beams’’ to the dipo
radiation pattern of an atom and to the efficient collection
the scattered radiation from the interaction. To quantify t
situation, consider the prediction due to Gardiner@1# of re-
ductions and enhancements in the spontaneous decay o
components of the atomic polarization proportional to
variancesDX7

2 of the ‘‘quiet’’ and ‘‘noisy’’ quadratures of
the squeezed vacuum. In a realistic experiment, the de
ratesb6 of an atom in squeezed vacuum can be altered fr
the free space valueg' only according tob65g'@(1
2h f)1h fDX6

2 #, whereh f is a measure of the efficienc
with which the squeezed field is coupled to the atom. For
atom in free space illuminated by Gaussian beams
squeezed light, the overlap of the incident field distributi
with the dipole radiation pattern is typically very small (h f
;1024). The atom–squeezed-light coupling is then so we
that any effect of the quiet quadratureDX2 of the squeezed
field is masked by the ‘‘normal’’ vacuum fluctuations
PRA 581050-2947/98/58~5!/4056~22!/$15.00
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modes not occupied by the squeezed field, but with wh
the atom nonetheless interacts.

In principle, this weak-coupling situation can be com
pletely different if the atom is placed in a cavity in such
way that interaction with a single electromagnetic mode
the cavity dominates the evolution of the atomic degrees
freedom, in which case only this single mode need
squeezed to have a dramatic effect on the atom. For an a
cavity system in the ‘‘one-dimensional’’ atom~1D atom!
regime @5# the basic physical effect of reductions and e
hancements in atomic decay rates remains very much
same, since the evolution time scales of the atom and
cavity are well separated, and the problem of efficient c
pling of the squeezed light to the atom is reduced to tha
effective mode matching of a beam of squeezed light to
cavity. The effect of the squeezed vacuum on the 1D atom
reflected in an inhibition of thecavity-enhancedspontaneous
emission component of the 1D atom spectrum. With
atom-field cooperativity parameterC1 , the radiative rate
alterations can be described byb6

c 5g'@112C1DX6#,
where for the case of perfect squeezing~with DX2→0!
b2

c→g' , representing a reduction in the rate of dec
described by the atomlike eigenvalue of the coup
atom-cavity system. Note that an increase in coupling e
ciencyh f could also be achieved by using a large solid-an
cavity @6,7#.

I. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

A. Historical interest

Since the first few ‘‘seminal’’ works on the subject b
Gardiner@1# and Milburn @2,3#, there has been considerab
4056 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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theoretical interest on the interaction of squeezed light
atoms. To provide a backdrop for the present work,
present a short compendium of the topics covered by div
theoretical treatments. Extension of the early work on
basic radiative properties of atoms in ideal squeezed light
continued unabated@8–12,1,13–20# with some consideration
of atoms in finite bandwidth squeezing@21–23# and much
attention to resonance fluorescence of atoms in sque
vacuum@24–36#. Optical bistability in squeezed vacuum h
been considered@37#, as have optical pumping with squeez
light @38# and photon echoes and revivals@39,40#. There was
intense interest in lasers with squeezed pump fields
squeezed reservoirs@41–47#, gain without inversion@48,49#,
and electromagnetically induced transparency in squee
light @50#. Squeezed light interacting with atoms in caviti
has been given significant coverage@51–57#. Two proposals
in the bad cavity limit are particularly relevant to our wo
@58,59# and a proposal in the strong-coupling limit has gre
promise @60#. Opportunities for laser cooling in squeeze
vacuum@61–64# have been explored. The correlated pairs
photons in squeezed light have been considered in conj
tion with three-level atoms and two-photon effects@65–76#.
There are at least two papers related to the consequenc
the phase of the squeezing@77,78#. Interesting ideas involv-
ing cooperative effects with multiple atoms in squeez
vacuum@79–84# have been noted. A review covering man
of the above topics can be found in Ref.@85#.

This abridged collection of theoretical work is well ahe
of a limited number of experiments, which in fact numb
only two: one is reported here and the other, also from
group, was published earlier in Ref.@4#. The goal of these
experiments is to observe effects that are purely nonclas
in the sense that the properties of the squeezed-light–a
system to be observed must be the unique result of the
classical nature of the electromagnetic field used in the
periment. That is, we require that for all classical states
light, these effects cease to exist. Clearly this imposes
eral theoretical as well as experimental challenges. In p
ticular, we point out that for a certain class of states,
so-called classical squeezed states~see Sec. I C!, many of the
qualitative features are very similar to features present w
quantum squeezed light and only fine tuning of the para
eters could in principle convince one of the intrinsic quant
nature of the observations. In the work of Ref.@4#, this dif-
ficulty was bypassed by identifying an effect whosequalita-
tive feature was unique to quantum squeezing.

In our current work, however, we do not have the luxu
of unique qualitative effects and in fact the features of
effects we report could for the most part be reproduced
the use of classical squeezed states. Despite these difficu
we note that our experiment is one of only two in existen
in which radiative alterations in the interaction of squeez
light with atoms have been observed. In addition, we n
that when certain aspects of the experiment are improv
then careful quantitative measurements in relatively unc
strained regions of the parameter space will reveal uni
effects that could not be observed with any other kind
classical radiation. We also note that, to our knowledge,
experiments represent the only realization of the coupling
two distinct complex quantum systems and certainly rep
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sent the only attempt to excite a cavity QED system w
nonclassical light.

In a broader context, our particular realization of t
squeezed-light–atom-cavity is an instance of a unidirectio
cascaded quantum system. In such a system, the output
of one quantum system drives, or provides the input field
another quantum system. It is a scenario that offers a sim
and elegant theoretical treatment@86,87#, but which has not
to any significant extent been realized in the laboratory.

The paper is arranged as follows. In the rest of this sec
we give brief descriptions of the relevant properties of t
1D atom and squeezed light and then present a simple r
pitulation of the well-known ideas in the interaction o
squeezed light with atoms in free space and in cavities. W
the description of the experimental system presented in S
II, it becomes quickly apparent that the simple theory of S
I leaves out an important aspect of a realization of the ato
cavity–squeezing system: getting the squeezed light
the cavity to interact with the atom. Having addressed t
issue, we move on to the measurements themselves
present data of two types for a variety of parameters: dir
spectroscopy of the 1D atom-squeezing system and a ph
sensitive modulation technique. In Sec. III we present a
cently derived~somewhat simplified! analytic theory of our
system that is capable of delineating those regions of par
eter space that are of primary import, that is, where
squeezing theory differs from one with a classical asymm
ric noise field. Finally, in Sec. IV we present a detailed co
parison of the theory of Sec. III applied to the data of Sec
~the reader not interested in the details of the experimen
theory could skip directly to Sec. IV and Fig. 17 for a sum
mary of the whole effort!. The agreement is quite good, a
beit in a regime of the theory that is not clearly able
distinguish purely quantum-mechanical effects from class
ones. This is due to complications of the experiment res
ing from use of an atomic beam, which gives rise to ad
tional loss mechanisms that reduce the effects of
squeezed field interaction with single atoms. We have qu
titative details that indicate that this nonideal system is
root of difficulties in the experiment.

B. Brief discussion of the properties of the 1D atom

The one-dimensional atom consists of an atom stron
coupled to a single electromagnetic mode of a high-fine
optical cavity. Details of previous measurements on the s
tem are described in Ref.@5#, while a detailed theoretica
discussion of cavity QED in the bad-cavity limit can b
found in Ref.@88#. In this paper we are most interested
two particular properties of the 1D atom: its linewidth and
saturation behavior. The linewidth of the 1D atom is d
scribed by the width of the central absorption feature in
transmission spectrum of a weak-probe beam, given by

g'
c 5g'~112NeC1!, ~1!

where g' is the decay rate of the atomic polarization
modes other than the privileged cavity mode~here g' is
approximately equal to the free space decay rate!, Ne is the
effective number of atoms in the cavity (Ne<1 for all of our
measurements!, andC1 is the single-atom cooperativity pa
rameter, which is the part of the decay governed by the c
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4058 PRA 58Q. A. TURCHETTEet al.
ity. For our system with dipole coupling rateg0 and cavity
decay ratek @half-width at half maximum~HWHM!#,

C15
g0

2

2kg'

. ~2!

The effective number of atoms for a sample ofNs atoms
distributed within the cavity mode volume is given by

Ne5(
l 51

Ns

uc~rW l !u2, ~3!

wherec(rW l)5coskzexp@2(x21y2)/w0
2# is the mode function

of our Gaussian standing-wave cavity, withk52p/l the
wave number of the two-state atomic transition. The pro
transmission spectrum for the system is thus a broad, es
tially unaltered Lorentzian of widthk due to the cavity, with
an atomic absorption ‘‘dip’’ in its center, the half-width o
which is given by Eq.~1!. In addition, the depth of the dip o
resonance (vA5vc5vp) is given by

T5T0

1

~112NeC1!2 , ~4!

whereT0 is the empty-cavity peak transmission.
The second property of interest is the saturation. Thi

essentially the behavior of the probe transmission as
~fixed-frequency! probe is itself increased in strength or
another coherent field drives the system with increas
strength.~It is the latter that we use here.! The qualitative
saturation of the 1D atom for the particular parameter reg
considered here is fairly well described by the state equa
for optical bistability@89#. In particular, the onset of atomi
saturation for a resonant field@the point at which T
→2T0(112NeC1)22# occurs at approximately the satur
tion photon numberm052g'g i/3g0

2 familiar from the bista-
bility literature. The measured saturation of the 1D atom
presented in Ref.@90#.

C. Brief discussion of the properties of squeezed light

Following the standard description for the squeezed o
put from a subthreshold optical parametric oscillator~OPO!
of Collet and Louden@91#, we begin by defining the param
eterx to be

x[
«

ks/2
, ~5!

where« is the strength of the parametric driving rate of t
OPO andks the full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the
cold ~i.e., no pump! OPO cavity. This parameterx is to be
understood as the pumping parameter with a range betwe
and 1 with 0 corresponding to no pumping and 1 being
threshold beyond which the OPO starts to ‘‘lase.’’ The d
gree of squeezing and other properties of the electromagn
field at the output of the OPO are then expressed in term
x. Of particular relevance to our experiment is the pha
sensitive gainG6 that can be measured readily by observi
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the phase sensitive amplificationG1 or deamplificationG2

of a small injected coherent signal into the OPO.G6 andx
are related via@92#

G65
1

~17x!2 . ~6!

A convenient parametrization of squeezed vacuum t
has been widely adopted in theoretical studies uses the q
tities N andM , defined through the stationary two-time co
relation functions for the output field from the squeezi
source,

^aout
† ~ t1t!aout~ t !&5N f~ utu!, ~7!

^aout~ t1t!aout~ t !&5Mh~ utu!, ~8!

whereaout(t) andaout
† (t) denote the output field annihilatio

and creation operators andf (utu) andh(utu) are certain func-
tions of t @f (utu),h(utu)→d(t) in the limit of broadband
squeezing#. For a minimum-uncertainty squeezed state

uM u5AN~N11!. ~9!

M and N are a complete specification of the degree
squeezing, as isN alone for a minimum-uncertainty state.

These parameters can also be expressed in terms o
pumping parameterx. Via the relation ofx to the measured
quantityG6 one may eliminatex in favor of G6 to arrive at

N5
4G1~AG121!2

~2AG121!2
~10!

and

M5
2AG1~AG121!~2G122AG111!

~2AG121!2
. ~11!

Furthermore, we define a measure of the bandwidth of
squeezing as a quantityb6 , which depends on the phase
the squeezing. Also we note thatb6 are functions of the
pumping parameter, with (b1,b2)→(ks/2,ks/2) for the case
of very weak pumping (x→0), while in the opposite ex-
treme of very strong pumping approaching thresholdx
→1), (b1,b2)→(ks,0). Again by eliminating the depen
dence of the bandwidth parametersb6 on the pumping pa-
rameterx in favor to the measured quantityG1 , one arrives
at

b15
ks

2
~11x!5ksS 12

1

2AG1
D ~12!

and

b25
ks

2
~12x!5

ks

2AG1

. ~13!

Now, let us turn to the quantum nature of the output of t
OPO and define what states are to be considered as quan
It can be shown that the spectrum of squeezing as defi
for example, in Ref.@93# ‘‘dips’’ below the vacuum-state
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level if and only if M.N. This criterion will be the bench-
mark of what we will henceforth refer to as quantum sta
of light. In particular, for minimum-uncertainty states,M and
N have an exact relation given by

M5AN~N11!. ~14!

This constitutes the maximum nonclassical behavior
lowed; however, for all states withN,M<AN(N11) the
squeezing is still quantum in the sense that homodyne de
tion of the field will reveal noise suppression below the sh
noise level. In the presence of nonperfect coupling efficie
h between the OPO and detection sites~where detection in
the context of the present experiment would be the inte
tion region of the squeezed light with the atoms!, N→hN
5N8, M→hM5M 8, and the above criterion is modified t
N8,M 8,hAN(N11). Note that althoughM is decreased
its quantum nature persists.

Turning now to ‘‘all other’’ states of light, i.e., all classi
cal states of light, the above criterion implies that classica
onsets for states withM<N. This is quite different from and
in fact much more stringent than the oft-used comparison
theories withM50 and M5AN(N11). By investigating
these two extremes only, one ignores the very large se
classical squeezed states for which 0,M,N. Note that the
class of states withM50, N.0 are the thermal states whil
the uniqueM50, N50 state is the vacuum. In a cartoonlik
graph of the two orthogonal quadratures of the electrom
netic field, we show in Fig. 1 the various regimes discus
above. Finally, we note that to generate displaced sque

FIG. 1. Quadrature space of the squeezed states of the ele
magnetic field. Curve~i! indicates the minimum uncertainty relatio
Dx1Dx251, curve~ii ! is for the case thatDx15Dx2 , and curves
~iii ! and ~iv! are for Dx151 and Dx251, respectively. On this
space, states in region~a! are forbidden by Heisenberg’s uncertain
relation for the quadratures of the quantized electromagnetic fi
namely, Dx1Dx2>1. States in the region~b! are quantum state
characterized by the fact that one of the two quadratures has m
nitude less than 1 and correspond to the cases whereN,M
<AN(N11). States in region~c! @including the locus of curve~ii !#
are classical states with both quadratures bigger than 1 and c
spond to the case thatM,N. The special state for whichDx1

5Dx251 is the electromagnetic vacuum for whichM5N50,
while all states withDx15Dx2.1 are thermal states for whichN
.0 andM50.
s
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states, which we have used for a large part of our curr
work, we have mixed on a 99-1 beam splitter the output
the OPO with a phase-coherent laser beam of controlla
amplitude.

D. Simple theory of squeezing and atoms

1. Free-space atom and squeezing

It is useful to review the basic results of the simplifie
free-atom case, in which the squeezed field precis
matches the dipole-radiation pattern of the atom. An at
decaying to such a squeezed-vacuum reservoir coverin
region of the electromagnetic spectrum much larger than
atomic bandwidth (ks@g i) obeys the following optical
Bloch equations~OBE’s! for the mean dipoles and inversio
@1#:

^ṡx&52g'~N2M11/2!^sx&, ~15!

^ṡy&52g'~N1M11/2!^sy&, ~16!

^ṡz&52g'~2N11!^sz&2g' , ~17!

wheresx ,sy ,sz are the atomic Pauli operators. The spe
trum of light emitted from the atom illuminated by squeez
vacuum consists of two parts: a flat wide component
width g(N1M11/2) associated withDX1 and a componen
of arbitrarily narrow widthg(N2M11/2) associated with
DX2 . The narrowing of theDX2 component is a property
that is unique to quantum light, in that it only occurs wh
M.N. It is rare, however, that the quadrature decay c
stants are directly measured. It is more common to mea
the spectrum of fluorescence, which depends on the
each of the threes’s decays. In this case, it turns out that th
spectrum of fluorescence is still a useful indicator of t
quantum nature of the interaction since the narrow com
nent eventually dominates the spectrum giving rise to a li
width that is indeed below the natural linewidth of the ato
This is a direct result of the reduced fluctuations in the qu
quadrature of the squeezed vacuum and is known as inh
tion of atomic phase decays@1,94#. In fact, Gardiner@1# con-
sidered the atom as a detector of squeezed light, which
sponds with a narrowed spectrum of fluorescence, and
pointed out the difficulties encountered when the overlap
the atomic dipole and the squeezed reservoir is poor.

2. Atom in cavity and squeezing

In this section we will lay the foundations of the theore
ical treatment of an atom in a cavity in which the cavi
mode is excited with a squeezed field. The details will be
to Sec. III. We consider the squeezing–atom-cavity sys
only in the 1D atom limit in which the separation of tim
scales between the atom~enhanced! decay and the cavity
decay allows the atom to be considered as a~modified! in-
dependent entity. In general, for both broadband and narr
band squeezing, it is possible to derive relatively sim
Bloch equations that should describe the atomic dynam
with reasonable accuracy.
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Assume to start that the system composed of atom
cavity plus squeezing obeys OBE’s of the form@53#

^ṡx&52gx^sx&, ~18!

^ṡy&52gy^sy&1Vz^sz&, ~19!

^ṡz&52gz^sz&2
g

2
~112C1!2Vy^sy&, ~20!

wheregx,y,z are sensitive to the phase of the squeezing
also depend on other parameters of the squeezing.Vy,z rep-
resent the effect of a coherent drive field that defines
reference for the phase of the squeezing. We can cons
either the case of squeezed vacuum (Vy,z50) or a displaced
squeezed field, in whichVy,z will be related to the amplitude
of the displacing coherent fieldV in some way that depend
on the actual buildup of photons in the cavity, which in tu
depends on the decay of the atoms and hence ultimatel
the parameters of the squeezing. This approach will be
tified and discussed in much more detail in Sec. III. We w
now set V50 and consider only a broadband squeez
model originally formulated by Rice and Pedrotti@58#.

Broadband squeezed light has a spectrum of squee
that is broader than any of the atom-cavity rates:ks
@g,k,g, with ks→` defining infinite bandwidth squeezing
In the infinite bandwidth squeezed vacuum case~with V
50!, Rice and Pedrotti@58# show that

gx5g'@112C1~112N22M !#, ~21!

gy5g'@112C1~112N12M !#, ~22!

gz5g i@112C114C1N#. ~23!

The phase of the squeezing is taken to line up with one of
quadrature decay channels of the atom.~If we take the op-
posite phasegx andgy change roles.! In the limit of strong
squeezing, from Eq.~9! M'N11/2 and

gx5g' , ~24!

gy5g'@114C118C1N#, ~25!

gz5g i@112C114C1N#. ~26!

Thus there is an inhibition of the cavity-enhanced sponta
ous emission@compare Eq.~24! with g'(112C1) from Eq.
~1!#. Strictly speaking, this interpretation and derivation a
valid only with an infinitely wide cavity ~for nonzero
g0 ,g'!, in the sense of the true ‘‘bad-cavity’’ limit@88#.

Rice and Pedrotti@58# focused their attention on the spe
trum of fluorescence out the side of the cavity, but a sim
extension of their work~or a special case of our own from
Sec. III! can reveal the transmitted probe spectrum, which
the quantity measured in our experiments, and the meas
ment of choice since it utilizes maximally the convenient o
dimensionality of the atom-cavity system. This quant
@ uAp(n)u2 from Eq. ~39!# is shown in Fig. 2 for several val
ues ofN for the broadband case. Note that the ‘‘dip’’ ass
ciated with the 1D atom gets both shallower~the squeezed
vacuum carries photons that saturate the atom! and narrower.
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Already it is seen that the simple linewidth narrowing d
scribed by Eq.~21! is not immediately obvious from the
probe transmission spectrum since the depth and the widt
the dip change together.

A primary aim of the current research is to determine
what extent the measurable features of the system~such as
the alteration of the transmission dip of Fig. 2! are uniquely
due to the quantum character of the squeezed light. The
no question that the reduced decay constantgx is only re-
duced if the light is quantum squeezed (M.N), but the
probe transmission spectrum and the spectrum of fluo
cence depend in complicated ways not only ongx , but also
on gy andgz , which arenot reduced relative to their vacuum
values. It thus remains to determine if themeasurable quan-
tities are also robust indicators of the nature of the lig
Figure 3 addresses this issue. We show the ‘‘width’’ of t
spectrum of fluorescence@out the sides of the cavity, take

FIG. 2. The effect of broadband squeezed vacuum on the tr
mission spectrum of an atom-cavity system, for various degree
squeezing. From bottom to top,N50, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10
Note that this calculation is done in the strict bad cavity limit
which there is no atom-inhibited cavity decay.C151 and
(g0 ,g' ,k)/2p5~20, 2.5, 80! MHz.

FIG. 3. Width of the spectrum of fluorescence for various kin
of light, normalized by the cavity-enhanced linewidth (g/2)(1
12C). Quantum squeezing,* ; classical squeezing,h; thermal
light, s. These results are from a simple application of the form
ism of Ref.@58#; see the text.
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from plots of Eq.~16! from Ref. @58## for excitation with
light of various statistics, characterized by the parameterM
andN of Eqs.~8! and ~7!. A thermal field hasM50, while
classical squeezing has asymmetric fluctuations in which
ther quadrature goes below the vacuum level, withM5N.
Neither of these types of light shows the same linewi
narrowing as the squeezed light. Note that a strong cohe
field also has an effect on the spectrum of transmitted li
that is similar~at least superficially! to that shown in Fig. 2
~this can be seen, for example, in Fig. 7 of Ref.@5#!. We have
also determined that a coherent field will have a significan
different behavior from a squeezed field.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment uses two complete and independent la
ratories: Laboratory 1 contains the apparatus associated
the 1D atom and laboratory 2 the apparatus to generate
resonant squeezed light. Recent experimental results f
laboratory 1 can be found in Refs.@5,90#, with a detailed
discussion of the apparatus and procedure in Ref.@5#. For
laboratory 2, recent experimental results are reported in R
@4,95–97# with detailed discussions of the generation
frequency-tunable squeezed light in Refs.@95–97#. Here we
will only explain each laboratory in general terms focusi
on techniques that are new to this experiment. Note that
of the challenges of the experiment has been the interfa
of the two laboratories, where the squeezed light generate
laboratory 2 has to be transported efficiently over a dista
of 5–7 m and through a separating wall to the site of
cavity QED setup in laboratory 1, and then efficiently mo
matched to the high-finesse cavity of the 1D atom. As
losses in the path of the squeezed light must be kept to
absolute minimum and the polarization rigorously preserv
optical fibers are unacceptable, so we simply drilled a hol
the wall between the two laboratories and sent the sque
light from one optical table to the other, completely indepe
dent table.

A. Laboratory 1: 1D atom

1. Description and parameters

As indicated in Fig. 4, the cavity is a Fabry-Pe´rot of
length l 550 mm with mirror M1 with power transmission
d1'131026 and M2 with transmissiond2'32231026.
The total scattering and absorption losses at both mirror
d0'4431026. The cavity finesse isF'15 000. The cavity
is probed with a weak field incident on mirrorM1 with trans-
mission through mirrorM2 recorded on a balanced heter
dyne detector. From the size of the heterodyne photocur
beat note between the probe and the detuned local oscil
~LO!, the average intracavity probe field amplitudeu^ap&u
can be inferred given the measured length and transmis
of the cavity and the measured heterodyne detection
ciency. The experiment consists of recording values
u^ap&u2 for a variety of parameters and scenarios. T
squeezed light is incident on mirrorM2 .

For the 6S1/2, F54, mF54→6P3/2, F855, mF855 tran-
sition in Cs, the atom-cavity rates are (g0 ,k,g')/2p5~20,
8065, 2.5/G! MHz, whereG50.7 accounts for a broadenin
due to the finite transit time of atoms across the cavity m
i-
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@5#. @Note thatG affects the width of the absorption dip sinc
from Eq. ~1! g'

c 5g'1g0
2/k.#

The probe beam is tunable in both power and freque
via the power and frequency of a rf sideband of a travelin
wave modulator.~The optical power is always kept at a lev
such that the intracavity photon number due to the prob
less than the saturation photon numberm054g'

2 /3g0
2 , that

is, ^a†a&p,m0/100, m0;1022. This constitutes a weak
probe that will not disturb the underlying structure of th
system under investigation. Of course, the measured qua
is ultimately the result of the fact that the system is driven,
a complete theory that includes this fact must be develop!
The cavity length is locked such that a TEM00 mode is pre-
cisely resonant with the atomic transition (vA5vc) with a
strong locking beam that is switched off during data taki
cycles. These aspects of the experiment have changed
from a previous experiment described in Ref.@5#.

2. Complications from the atomic beam

Ideally, in the perfect version of our experiment, one e
visions a single atom at the center of the cavity mode, o
mally coupled to the cavity and interacting with the othe
wise unaffected squeezed field that was coupled into
cavity. However, in practice the situation is far more co
plicated. The atoms propagate from a thermal effusive sou
forming a continuous stream of atoms that cross the Ga
ian standing-wave cavity mode. At any instant in tim

FIG. 4. Squeezing on atom-cavity experimental schema
probe transmission spectrum measurements. The elements a
follows. OP, atomic beam optical pumping for preparation of tw
state atoms; l/4, quarter-wave plate for preparation o
s1-polarized light for excitation of the two-state atoms;l/2, half-
wave plate for polarization preparation of the squeezed field; P
polarizing beam splitter for lossless splicing of the squeezed fi
into the 1D atom cavity;L, mode-matching lens; LO, balanced
heterodyne local oscillator; PD, balanced-heterodyne photodio
SA, spectrum analyzer set to measure the beat note between th
and probe; DOPO, degenerate OPO for squeezing generation
‘‘Cs beam control’’ controls the number of atoms interacting w
the cavity mode by adjusting theF54 ground-state population. In
addition, for excitation with displaced squeezed light~rather than
squeezed vacuum! we add the DSA, the dynamic signal analyz
used to measure the power in the probe-modulation recorded b
SA, and the PZT, the piezoelectric transducer used to adjust
relative phase between the reference field and the squeezed fi
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though the effective number of atoms may be approxima
one (Ne'1), the cavity volume~the physical space betwee
the two mirrors! is actually filled with far more than one
atom. The effective number of atoms is a quantity measu
by fitting the measured linear probe spectrum to an analyt
expression, valid in the weak field@5,98,99#. This determines
the collective coupling of a sample of atoms, which we c
Cmeas, Cmeas5NeC1 . Of course, we are interested not in th
response of a collection of atoms to the squeezed-light e
tation, but rather in the response of a single atom. That
actually do measure the response of a collection of atoms
more accurately, that we are able only to measure the
sponse of a single atom on those occasions when the ran
fluctuations of the atomic beam allow causes some difficu
in the interpretation of the results and in fact leads to a sev
degradation of observable effects.

We call those atoms that are weakly coupled to the ca
field due to their positions on the wings of the Gaussian
near the nodes of the standing wave spectator atoms. T
spectator atoms areeach weakly coupled to the cavity
thoughcollectivelythey can couple with strength comparab
to the coupling of a single atom in an optimal part of t
Gaussian standing wave. We define the saturation ph
number associated with each of the spectator atoms asmsi

52g ig'/3gsi

2 , wheregsi
is the coupling of spectator atomi ,

and the collective cooperativity of all the spectator atoms
Cs5(1/2kg')( igsi

2 . The concept of a collection of atom

weakly coupled to the cavity and an atom strongly coup
implies a division in coupling-space. We can define two
fective mode volumes~integrals over the mode functions fo
certain regions of coupling space!: Vin , for atoms that satisfy
a minimum coupling requirement, andVout, for atoms that
do not satisfy this minimum coupling requirement. For
uniform density atomic sample, the ratio of the ‘‘in’’ an
‘‘out’’ mode volumes determines the ratio of collective co
plings of the ‘‘good’’ atom~s! and the spectator atoms, re
spectively. For a boundary defined bygsi

2 /g0
2;(0.56)2, this

ratio is Vin /Vout;1. Hence we say that the spectator ato
give rise to an effective spectator coupling ofCs'Cmeas/2.
Note that this definition also agrees with a threshold use
several of our previous experiments@98,99#.

Because each spectator atom is weakly coupled~it turns
out that the average coupling of each spectator atom isḡs
;1022!, its saturation photon number is very large co
pared to that of the near-optimal single atom (msi

@m0) and
it is not expected to contribute to the ‘‘interesting’’ effects
the system, such as nonlinear response and effects due t
squeezed field. The spectator atoms can, however, act
loss mechanism, absorbing the squeezed field without c
tributing to observable effects due to the statistics of
squeezed field. In this approximation, the spectator ato
taken collectively are very much akin to a simple intracav
loss, such as that contributed from the scattering and/or
sorption losses in the mirror coatings described byd0 . We
can call such a loss termdA

spec. We will return to this in
Sec. II C. Thus, for an experimentally measured value
Cmeas5NeC1'1, actually about half of the coupling streng
is due to spectator atoms that behave as a linear med
unaffected by the squeezed light, but absorbing it none
ly
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less. The other half of the coupling is the average coupl
~over both space and time! due to a single atom strongl
coupled ~in the sense defined above! to the field mode,
whose behavior in the presence of squeezed light we wis
determine. We will show in Sec. IV that the above argum
is fairly well supported by the results of our experime
when compared with the simplified theory~not including
atomic beam effects! presented in Sec. III. Needless to sa
this nonideal circumstance is an added complication that
are actively working to eliminate by trapping and localizin
single atoms on the intense parts of the intracavity fi
@100,101#.

B. Laboratory 2: Squeezing

As described in Refs.@95–97#, for the tunable squeeze
light at the 852-nm transition wavelength of atomic Cesiu
which we employ, a Ti:sapphire laser locked to a Cs cel
852 nm pumps an external doubling cavity to gener
frequency-doubled blue light at 426 nm@97#. This doubled
light pumps an OPO operated below threshold, which dow
converts one high-energy photon into two correlated lo
energy photons generating a close-to-minimum-uncerta
squeezed-vacuum state. The OPO cavity bandw
~FWHM! is ks52.4g i52p312 MHz, which is less than
2g'(112C1), the full width of the cavity-enhanced 1D
atom. Therefore, the usual broadband treatment of
squeezed light-atom interaction is inadequate for the p
poses of describing the dynamics of our experimental re
ization and a more complicated theoretical approach mus
taken to account for the finite bandwidth of the squeez
light.

The OPO is capable of producing squeezed light w
detected noise level reduced by 6 dB below the shot-no
level, near the OPO cavity peak@95#. The gains that can be
reached in practice range over 1,G1,20. The squeezed
field typically carries a few picowatts of optical power. A
the output of the OPO, we mix on a 99-1 beam splitter
squeezed vacuum with a phase-coherent reference osci
with controlled relative phase to the squeezing, resulting i
combined electromagnetic field that is equivalent to a d
placed squeezed state. The displacing reference field
have virtually arbitrary powerPref , but is typically restricted
to Pref,200 pW since at this point the 1D atom is saturate

C. Getting the squeezing into the cavity and onto the atom

1. Squeezing buildup in the presence of an atom

To our knowledge, a rather important practical issue h
been left mostly unconsidered in the literature. This is
issue of getting the squeezed light from an external sou
into the atom-cavity system. In much of the work done
the subject of squeezed light interaction with atoms in ca
ties, the squeezing is inserted in a rather idealized way
rectly into the cavity. In this picture, as in Ref.@58#, the
effects of the squeezed light~whatever they happen to be! are
always better the larger the single-atom cooperativity para
eterC1 is made. However, if we consider that the atom~for
this argument a single, fixed, optimally coupled atom! can be
treated as a lossy intracavity medium with associated
parameter in the weak-field limit given by@102#
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dA52~d11d21d0!C1 , ~27!

then it is not at all clear that largeC1 is the optimal ap-
proach. For largeC1 , the associated intracavity lossesdA are
also large, so the squeezed field does not actually build u
the cavity. To emphasize this point, we have plotted in Fig
the cavity buildupB and the cavity reflectivityR as C is
increased@just replaceC1 by C in Eq. ~27!#. As a reminder,
for a resonant~coherent-state! field incident on mirrorM2
~as is the squeezing!,

B5
4d2

~d11d21d01dA!2 , ~28!

R5
~d11d01dA2d2!2

~d11d21d01dA!2 . ~29!

For the plots of Fig. 5 the cavity is one sided, with the inp
mirror d25350 ppm, the essentially perfect back mirrord1
51 ppm, andd050, for simplicity. From Fig. 5 we clearly
see the expected behavior in that the buildup decreasesC
is increased. This does not really help us determine an o
mal value ofC, however, as the buildup is largest whe
there is no atom in the cavity. The cavity reflection do
however, imply an optimal value ofC51/2. At this point,
there is no squeezed light reflected from the cavity, so
some sense, the most squeezing possible is building up in
cavity ~in the presence of an atom! and interacting with the
atom. This idea can be further quantified in the third a

FIG. 5. Cavity buildup B, reflection R, and buildup-
cooperativity productBC vs C for a weak coherent state resona
with the common atom-cavity frequency. The buildup is given
Eq. ~28! with Eq. ~27! and the reflection is given by Eq.~29! with
Eq. ~27! with d25350 ppm,d151 ppm, andd050. The product
buildup3cooperativity~BC! is discussed in the text.
in
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final graph of Fig. 5. We have seen that the qualitative eff
of the squeezing is to modify the cavity-enhanced decay
of the atom:b6

c 5g'@112C1DX6#. The squeezing vari-
anceDX6 is the one that actually builds up in the cavity.
our experiment, we have anexternalsqueezing with variance
DX6

ext, which then builds up in the cavityin the presence of
the atom to a valueDX65(B/B0)DX6

ext ~in a qualitative
sense!, whereB is the cavity buildup with losses~the atom!
andB0 is the peak cavity buildup in the absence of intern
losses~no atom!. The productBC thus determines the effec
on the 1D atom from an external squeezed field. This
plotted in the bottom graph of Fig. 5; it is also seen to
optimal forC51/2. The value ofC51/2 is a generic feature
of the one-sided cavity driven through the high transmiss
mirror, as can be seen from Eq.~27! in Eq. ~29!. This is, of
course, the case of the impedance-matched resonator.
our 1D atom hasC1'1 is quite fortuitous from this perspec
tive. This treatment points out the fact that there is little to
gained in terms of the potential effects of the squeezing
increasingC1 , a point that is completely at odds with
theory that does not consider anexternalsource of squeez
ing. This is further supported by the theory of Sec. III.

2. Intracavity losses due to the spectator atoms

As an extension of the above line of reasoning, we c
immediately get a qualitative~and quantitative! understand-
ing of the detrimental effects of the spectator atoms. Th
atoms contribute an additional loss mechanism, without
ing sensitive to the photon statistics of the squeezed fi
They will allow the intracavity squeezed field to build u
only according to Eq.~28! with a dA

spec that arises from the
cooperativity parameter of the spectator atomsCs , as dis-
cussed above. This loss term is given as the ratio in buil
for a near-optimally coupled atomin the presence of specta
tor atomsto a near-optimally coupled~and fictitious! atom
with no spectator atoms present. We call the coupling of the
near-optimally coupled atomCn . The buildup of squeezing
with this atom alone goes as (112Cn)22, while the buildup
of the squeezing with this atom and the spectator ato
scales as@112(Cn1Cs)#22. Thus an effective loss due t
the spectators is

hspec5S 112Cn

112~Cn1Cs!
D 2

. ~30!

Now, by caveat, 0.3,Cn,1 @over our mode volumeCn
.(0.56)2C150.3C1#, Cs5Cmeas/2, and in our experimen
1.24.Cmeas.0.55. Over this range of numbershspec varies
by 0.4160.09,hspec,0.6360.08, which will be used later
This loss due to the spectator atoms is quite significant
likely to be the single greatest problem with the experime
In this light, we have attempted to run the experiment w
N̄'0.5, where the contribution of the spectator atoms
smaller. We have not found, however, an optimal balan
between the competing effect of a reduced loss contribu
from spectator atoms and the reduced signal-to-noise r
~SNR! accompanying the smaller values ofNeC1 . Indeed,
there may not exist any easy way around this, beyond r
izing an optimal system in which a single, stationary, a
localized atom is employed.
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D. Measurements

We have made two types of measurements of the 1D a
in the presence of squeezed fields. The first probes the tr
mission spectrum of the 1D atom, essentially spectroscop
the 1D atom in the presence of a squeezed reservoir for
atom. In order to make direct experimental comparisons w
other types of light, we have performed spectroscopy of
1D atom with an applied thermal reservoir with identic
properties~spectral content, i.e., power, bandwidth, and li
shape! as the squeezed one. In the second type of meas
ment we fix the frequency of the probe field and monitor
modulation in transmission as we rotate the phase of
squeezed field with respect to a saturating coherent ‘‘re
ence’’ field ~displaced squeezing!. We have measured th
size of the transmission modulation as a function of a w
variety of system parameters such as the strength of the
rating reference field, detuning of the probe, and degree
squeezing. In this section we will limit the discussion to t
measurements, leaving the theoretical discussion for
next. A discussion of the comparison of theory and data w
be deferred until Sec. IV.

1. Measurements of probe transmission spectra with squeeze
and thermal reservoirs

The experimental arrangement for the probe transmis
spectrum measurements is shown schematically in Fig. 4
weak probe is scanned in frequency across the atom-ca
resonance (vA5vc). The transmission is measured bo
with and without the squeezed vacuum input. The squee
vacuum~no coherent reference field present! enters the cav-
ity through the output couplerM2 (d25322 ppm) of the
cavity. The polarizations are arranged so that the squee
field has the same helicity (s1 polarization! as the probe
field. Because of this, the squeezed light bounces off
cavity and is reflected along the same path as the probe tr
mission and will be detected at the heterodyne detector.
squeezing beats against the LO and has power spread
some bandwidth given byks , giving rise to what amounts to
a measurement of the spectrum of output power of the O
This ‘‘measurement’’ was used to ensure that there was
tually light from the OPO and that the detuning of th
squeezed field was near zero. This detuning tended to
during the experiment, so it was checked frequently, res
ing in these slow excursions from the atom-cavity resona
(vA5vc) being kept to62 MHz. The squeezing was mea
sured by homodyne in both laboratories 1 and 2 to confi
the existence of squeezing as close to the 1D atom as
sible. We will quote the OPO gainG1 as a measure of th
squeezing since the homodyne was not used on a daily b

The heterodyne detector is sensitive to all the incid
fields, so a procedure of subtracting various quantities
employed to extract the normalized atom-cavity transmiss
Tn5Twith atoms/Tno atoms in the presence of squeezing (Ts)
and without squeezing (Tv). Note that the absolute size o
the effect due to squeezed excitation is larger in all ca
than these corrections.

Additionally, we can define the quantityDs ,

Ds[Ts2Tv , ~31!

as the difference between the spectra with and with
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squeezing. In the absence of generic theoretical criteria
provide unequivocal tests of the nonclassical effect
squeezed light on an atom in a cavity~especially for our
particular realization of that system, including the atom
beam and other complications! it is essential~and preferable!
to find measurementsthat differentiate light of various quan
tum ~or classical! character. We have done this by excitin
the atom cavity with both squeezed vacuum and ther
light from a single mode of the nondegenerate OP
~NOPO!. If the degenerate OPO is locked off of the Cs tra
sition by one longitudinal mode spacing~650 MHz away!
such that the next longitudinal mode is resonant with the
transition, then quantum correlations of the down-conver
light will be between one photon that is resonant with the
transition and one photon that is 1300 MHz detuned from
Cs transition. Thus, as far as the atom is concerned,
squeezing will be lost and the 1D atom will be illuminate
with a purely thermal mode. The key to this technique is t
the thermal light from a single mode of the NOPO is iden
cal in all respects to the squeezed light from the degene
OPO, except for the classical statistics of the former and
quantum statistics of the latter. For the same phase-sens
OPO gain, the bandwidth of both sources is the same and
number of photons in each source is the same. For purp
of comparison, we define the quantity analogous toDs of Eq.
~31! for thermal light and call itD t . The shape ofD t has
distinguishing features that make it quite distinct fromDs in
the ideal case.

The effect on the probe transmission spectrum of
squeezed~or thermal! light proved to be rather small, makin
the experiment a difficult one, ultimately incapable of disti
guishing the probe spectrum in the presence of a sque
field from that of excitation in the presence of a therm
field. Figure 6~a! is Ds for squeezed input and Fig. 6~b! is the
correspondingD t for an ‘‘identical’’ thermal input, for data
taken over a similar range of powerP, whereP is a relative
measure of the power in the squeezed~or thermal! field ~de-
termined by measuring the height of the noise spectrum
to the squeezed field on the heterodyne detector!, with P
'1 roughly equivalent to a gainG1'5 ~little effort was
made to establish the exact conversion since only rela
comparisons between thermal and squeezing are releva!.

All the difference spectra~Fig. 6! are averaged withou
regard for experimental parameters~the OPO gain being the
principal one! and are shown in Fig. 7. We have argu
@103# that the shape of these curves is different, especiall
the wings, where the thermal difference spectrum dips be
that of the squeezing, as would be expected~see Fig. 16!, but
the results are certainly not stunning.

It is clear given the size of the modifications in the pro
spectra that we observe that there is little hope of measu
reduced linewidths due to the squeezed reservoir~or en-
hanced linewidths due to the thermal reservoir!. But why is
this? For our parameters and perfect squeezing, the redu
in the linewidth should be a factor of 3, according to E
~24!. Even accounting for our nonperfect squeezing, 5
squeezing should give a 30% reduction and bandwidth
fects should have only minimal impact. The results of t
measurements would seem to imply that there is some
involved in coupling the squeezed light to the atom, abo
and beyond easily measured losses such as transport los
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cavity mode-matching loss, etc. Within the context of t
discussion of Sec. II C, particularly the effects of the spec
tor atoms, this additional loss mechanism now seems c
though it was by no means so in the beginning stages of
experiment. The discussion of these details will be resum
in Sec. IV.

FIG. 6. ~a! Difference spectrumDs with squeezed light excita
tion. ~b! Difference spectrumD t with thermal light excitation. The
coincident atom-cavity resonance is at 0 MHz.

FIG. 7. Averaged difference spectra, thermal and squeezed.
coincident atom-cavity resonance is at 0 MHz.
-
r,
e
d

2. Measurements of phase-sensitive probe transmission
with squeezing

The measurements of the transmitted probe spectrum
the atom cavity in squeezed vacuum were difficult and
conclusive, as seen above. In pursuing a second mea
ment strategy, which attacks the problem from a complet
different angle, it was hoped that an effect of the squeez
would be more pronounced or more robust against com
cations of the experiment.

In this scheme, there are again two fields incident on
atom cavity. In this case, one is adisplacedsqueezed field.
For concreteness, we will call the resonant coherent disp
ing field the reference field. The other incident field is t
fixed frequency, fixed power~weak! probe. We measure th
response of the weak probe transmission to the modula
of the relative phase of the squeezed vacuum output of
OPO with the reference~displacing! coherent field for vari-
ous parameters of the system. There are three parameter
we can change: the degree of squeezing~as quantified by the
OPO gain G1!, the amplitudeV of the reference field, and
the detuning of the probe field. An additional parameter t
we can change is the effective number of atoms presen
the cavity, although for this control parameter we only ha
a limited number of data points.

Now consider the schematic of Fig. 8. We probe the
atom with the weak probe. First we apply the resonant
herent reference field to saturate the atoms to some de
level ~a!. @Figure 8~a! is a qualitative plot of the normalized
transmission as a function of reference field power. It d
plays the saturation behavior of the 1D atom. For measu
ments and a further description of this property, see R
@90,102,104#.# In the presence of the reference field~and
normal vacuum!, the transmitted probe field will be at som
dc level indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 8~b!. Next we
apply the squeezed field and monitor the probe transmis
as a function of the phase of the squeezed field with res
to the reference field. The transmitted probe field will osc
late at twice the frequency at which the squeezing is rota
around the coherent reference field indicated by the hy
thetical solid curve in Fig. 8~b!. Let us emphasize that for
weak probe, which we are considering here, the modula
of the probe will be independent of its own strength, butnot
independent of the strong~saturating! reference field

he

FIG. 8. Idea of the phase-sensitive transmission measureme
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strength. The reason for the modulation of the probe tra
mission can be understood as the direct response to a m
lated saturation level that depends on the relative phas
the squeezed vacuum with respect to the reference fi
through an alteration ingx,y,z of Eq. ~21!, for example. In
particular, for the case when the phase of the squee
vacuum is such that the displaced squeezed state has e
noise along the reference field amplitude, one expect
higher degree of atomic saturation. In contrast, for the cho
of phase for which the squeezed noise is suppressed a
the reference field, the saturation decreases. Here we
that the above argument for modulation of the transmiss
holds true not only for the case where we displace the qu
tum squeezed vacuum but also if we have displaced a c
sical squeezed state~which also has asymmetric quadrature!
or even in the simplest possible case if we mix the refere
field with another phase coherent laser field and then v
their relative phase. Hence, as discussed earlier in the In
duction and Sec. I C, simply the fact that the transmission
the probe beam is modulated is by no means a proof o
nonclassical effect being observed.

The level of the transmitted probe field with squeezi
will be different from the level without the squeezed fiel
which we will suggestively call the ‘‘vacuum-only’’ level~it
is the transmission of the probe with only vacuum fluctu
tions on the coherent reference field!. Could it be the case
that a dip of the transmission below this vacuum-only le
is one of the elusive indicators of the quantum nature of
squeezed field? In other words, is this level analogous to
vacuum level defined by the shot noise of a local oscilla
on a photodiode? The answer is not completely straight
ward. Apparently, in some cases it is; in some cases, it is
In Sec. III we will explore the relevant parameter space
find those locations in which the vacuum-only level is
indicator akin to the shot noise of a homodyne squeez
measurement. We stress at this point that the measure
nonclassical effect that we are considering is not identica
a measurement in which the noise spectrum of a sque
field is directly compared to the shot-noise level of a L
Here we are considering theprobe transmissionas a measure
of the potentially nonclassical interaction of the squee
vacuum and the 1D atom.

The apparatus for the phase-sensitive measuremen
shown in Fig. 4. The phase of the squeezing relative to
reference field is controlled by the piezoelectric transdu
~PZT!. The reference field is mixed with the squeezing on
beam splitter, which induces negligible loss to the squeez

Based on the expected size of the modulation signal~up to
25% modulation in Fig. 15, e.g.!, the measurement shoul
have been straightforward; it turned out not to be. The m
surement procedure consisted of the following. As the ph
of the squeezing is rotated with respect to the coherent
erence field with the PZT of Fig. 4, a modulation in th
probe transmission is monitored as changes in the probe
beat-note size on the spectrum analyzer~SA!. Unfortunately,
this signal was too small to be resolved in the time doma
but was well resolved in the frequency domain by send
the rf-demodulated beat-note signal from the SA video ou
a Hewlett Packard model HP3562A dynamic signal analy
~DSA!, which was used essentially as a low-frequency sp
trum analyzer. The DSA registers a peak in the power sp
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trum corresponding to twice the frequency (2f ) at which
the squeezing ellipse is rotated (f ). There is no peak when
the atoms are not present, confirming that the modulatio
not merely a result of the squeezing ellipse detected on
heterodyne~there is no simple way for this to be the ca
anyway!. That there is also no peak atf indicates that the
transmission modulation is not due to, e.g., a misalignm
of the reference beam as the PZT is scanned~the scan dis-
tance is only on the order of the optical wavelength!. The
nominal frequency of squeezing-ellipse rotation is det
mined by making an interferometer with the coherent ref
ence and an auxiliary coherent beam on the same path a
squeezing. A typical DSA trace is shown in Fig. 9. The pe
at 300 Hz shows that the probe transmission does ind
have frequency content at twice the frequency of rotation
the squeezing ellipse, which is independently determined
be 150 Hz.

Note that while the frequency-domain SNR is respectab
we were never able to resolve directly the modulation in
time domain. Therefore, due mainly to technical limitation
we are unable to measure the probe modulation with res
to the vacuum-only level. We can, however, measure
peak-peak magnitude of the modulation. If we defineAP(n)
as the transmittedamplitudeof our weak probe beam, then
measure of the magnitude of the peak-peak probe mod
tion is conveniently given by the ‘‘amplitude fractiona
modulation,’’ defined as

app5
uAP

1~n!2AP
2~n!u

uAP
no sqz~n!u

, ~32!

which is normalized to the vacuum-only levelAP
no sqz(n).

The plus and minus refer to orthogonal phases of the squ
ing ~the case where the displaced squeezed state has
excess and noise suppression, respectively!, which we as-
sume to be correlated with the maxima and minima of
probe modulation. This assumption is justified by the the
and is confirmed by the appearance of the peak in
modulated-probe power spectrum at 2f . For resonant probe
measurementsn50.

FIG. 9. Signal from the DSA, after rf demodulation from th
SA. Peaks such as this for a variety of parameters are used to
app .
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Unfortunately, in this experiment we had no direct mea
to compare the quantum system with a classical system
we did in the spectra measurements. The logical cho
would have been classical squeezing as discussed in Se
but a source of this type of light was not realized. Nonet
less, we were able to map out the behavior of the sys
under variation of many parameters and the results a
quite well with the functional form of predictions. The abs
lute magnitude of the effects was, however, significantly
low theoretical predictions for an ideal system of a sin
atom in a cavity; however, the predictions are actually qu
good if all loss mechanisms are accounted for in the tre
ment. This will be discussed in Sec. IV.

We now turn to the measurements and the data. The
placed squeezed field is nominally at the frequency of
common atom-cavity resonance. We attempted to avoid c
tributions to the signals from the spectator atoms by going
ever smaller mean atom numbers. It was typical for us
work in the regime ofN̄'0.5 atoms. At this operating poin
the influence of spectator atoms is smaller, but of cou
hand in hand with this is that the empty cavity is a domin
contribution and the overall size of the effect is smaller.

Figure 10 shows the amplitude fractional modulationapp
of Eq. ~32! as a function of the OPO gainG1 for a fixed
coherent reference power of 25 pW. The coherent refere
power is measured via its beat note with the local oscilla
on the heterodyne detector, which is calibrated to accoun
efficiency of overlap of these beams~which are generated
from independent lasers!. We expect that the probe transmi
sion modulation will be larger as the degree of squeezin
made larger, as this causes the largest asymmetry betw
the quadrature amplitudes of the squeezing. On the o
hand, the fractional modulation eventually saturates, in ke
ing with the idea that the effect of the squeezing is not li
itless, as seen in Figs. 14 and 15. Thus the trend of the
is certainly reasonable and in keeping with expectations,
the absolute magnitude is small~fractional modulation of
only a few percent!.

Figure 11~top! shows the amplitude fractional modula
tion app as the reference power is increased for fixed O
gains ofG55 and 10~for slightly different numbers of at-
oms!. Clearly, if the reference field is acting as sort of a loc
oscillator for the squeezing~via its saturation of the probe

FIG. 10. Amplitude fractional modulationapp vs OPO gain

G1 . The reference power isPref550 pW andN̄50.7 atoms.
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transmission!, its level must have an effect on the prob
transmission that is larger than the modulation itself. Inde
the modulation does increase as the reference field increa
The modulation amplitude reaches a peak somewhere
the point at which the probe transmission is halfway betwe
its value for an empty cavity and its value for atoms in t
cavity with no applied reference field. Again, this is probab
not surprising, as the saturation slope is steep at this p
and levels off in either direction. However, again, in keepi
with the idea of the reference field as a local oscillator,
‘‘detector’’ ~in this case the probe transmission of the ato
cavity! eventually saturates to too large a degree and
modulation is no longer present. The data certainly supp
this idea. The saturation curve for the probe transmiss
over the same range of coherent reference power~in the
same units! with no squeezed field is shown in Fig. 11~bot-
tom! for comparison.~Note that the probe is of fixed weak
field power in this trace; it is the reference field power tha
being varied.! This is simply the saturation of the ‘‘detector
by the local oscillator. Thus the data show the intuiti
trends, but are much smaller in absolute size than expec

Figure 12 shows the amplitude fractional modulationapp
as the probe detuning is varied for fixed reference power
OPO gain. The squeezing frequency is fixed on resona
The effect of the squeezing is most noticeable on resona

FIG. 11. Amplitude fractional modulationapp vs coherent ref-
erence power~top!. Saturation of the normalized probe transmissi
Tn vs coherent reference power, no squeezing, for the same pa

eters as above~bottom!. N̄50.6 atoms for both figures.
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not surprisingly, and falls off away from the center frequen
of both the squeezing and its ‘‘detector.’’

To complete the discussion, we also show the fractio
amplitude modulationapp as the number of atoms is varie
in Fig. 13. These data are taken over a collection of ot
parameters, hence the wide variation inapp at each atom
number. We were unable to force the oven to produce
more thanN̄;2 atoms, unfortunately, as it would have be
interesting to mark the point at which the probe modulat
disappears~assuming that it does in the many-atom case!.

To conclude this section, we have measured the pr
transmission modulation for a squeezed field rotating
phase with respect to a coherent reference field, whose a
on the atom cavity is qualitatively similar to the mixing of
squeezed field with a local oscillator. The trends in the d
are very much as one would expect, but the overall size
the effects is much smaller than anticipated. We defer a
ther discussion for Sec. IV, when the theory developed
Sec. III will be compared directly with the data.

III. THEORY

The goal of this section is not only to develop a~single-
atom! theory that can account for the basic features of
experiment in a quantitative way, but also to develop a co

FIG. 12. Amplitude fractional modulation vs probe frequenc
Reference powerPref540 pW (G156.5 data! and Pref560 pW
(G1514 data!; the common atom-cavity center is at 0 MHz an

N̄51.2 atoms.

FIG. 13. Amplitude fractional modulation vs number of intr
cavity atoms. 0,G1,20 and 0,Pref,150 pW.
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plete program of measurements that could in principle b
made to determine whether our specific system behaves
manifestly nonclassical way. In this light, we restrict o
attention to properties that can be measured in a relativ
straightforward manner, such as the probe transmiss
while avoiding more complicated measurements such
two-photon correlation or two-time correlation measu
ments, which would also be viable approaches. The the
was largely developed while we still believed that we cou
measure the position of the modulated probe field with
spect to the vacuum-only level, so a large portion of t
treatment focuses on this issue. This measurement by i
can distinguish quantum effects from other types of effe
under certain circumstances.

If we denote byc and c† the annihilation and creation
operators for the cavity mode interacting with the atom
then it can be shown that the transmittedamplitudeof a weak
probe incident on the cavity is proportional to the quantit

Ap~n!5E
0

`

dt eint^@c~t!,c†#&, ~33!

wheren is the frequency of the probe and angular brack
denote a stationary average. In the bad-cavity limit (k@g
@g), we can adiabatically eliminate the cavity mode; t
correlation function appearing in the expression forAp(n)
can be approximated in this limit by

^@c~t!,c†#&.exp~2kt/2!2
4g2

k2 ^@s2~t!,s1#& ~34!

[exp~2kt/2!2
2

k
gC^@s2~t!,s1#&,

~35!

wheres65(sx6 isy)/2 are the~single-atom! atomic raising
and lowering operators.

Given that the effective atomic dynamics can be descri
by generalized OBE’s of the form

^ṡx&52gx^sx&, ~36!

^ṡy&52gy^sy&1Vz^sz&, ~37!

^ṡz&52gz^sz&2
g

2
~112C!2Vy^sy&, ~38!

the quantityAp(n), or probe transmission, can be derive
~using the quantum regression theorem to compute the
quired atomic correlation function! as

Ap~n!5
1

k

2
2 in

2
gC

k
^sz&ssH 1

ps Fl1
s 1gy

l2
s 1 in

2
l2

s 1gy

l1
s 1 in G

2
1

gx2 in
1

Vz
2

gyps F 21

l1
s 1 in

1
1

l2
s 1 inG J , ~39!

where

.
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^sz&ss52
g~112C!gy

gzgy1VzVy
~40!

and

l6
s 52

1

2
~gy1gz!6

1

2
ps, ps5A~gy2gz!

224VyVz.

~41!

Of particular interest is the transmission on resonance

Ap~n50!5
2

k H 11
g

2
C^sz&ssF 1

gx
1

1

gy
S gygx2Vz

2

gygz1VyVz
D G J ,

~42!

which we note is purely real.
Analytical expressions forgx,y,z andVy,z , derived for the

case of finite-bandwidth squeezed light, are given in the A
pendix. While these expressions are rather complicated
lengthy, we note that everything is fixed byC, b6 @or G1

via Eqs.~12! and~13!#, and the strength of the drive fieldV.
These are allmeasured parametersof each instance of the
experiment, so we should have a complete theory to com
to the experiment~albeit a grossly simplified one in terms o
the atomic beam with the associated complications pose
the spectator atoms!.

Despite the added complication, and perhaps surprisin
the transition to narrow-band squeezing has only a sm
effect on the transmission spectra shown in Fig. 2, e
though our squeezing bandwidth does not cover the full
hanced atomic linewidth. Rather than pursue this point f
ther, we will now turn our attention to the phase-sensit
technique.

The quantities we focus on are formally the maximu
and minimum of the phase-sensitive transmission amplitu
We define the normalized modulation amplitudes as

e6
p-p[

Ap
6~n50!2Ap

no sqz~n50!

Ap
no sqz~n50!

, ~43!

in which Ap
no sqz(n50) represents the transmission amplitu

with only the coherent reference field and no squeez
Ap

1(n50) is the amplitude transmission when the no
quadrature of the squeezing ellipse is aligned with the re
ence field (f50), andAp

2(n50) is the amplitude transmis
sion when the quiet quadrature of the squeezing ellips
aligned along the reference field (f5p/2), with reference to
the definition off from Fig. 8. Equation~43! is a measure of
the height above (ep-p.0) or below (ep-p,0) the vacuum-
only level.

We must determine the behavior of the probe transm
sion for inputs other than squeezed light in order to iden
an effect that is unique to squeezed light. Rather than
form an exhaustive search, we will take a classical squee
field as the test case, as it is a nonquantum field with fl
tuations that vary with phase~see the Appendix for how we
model this case!. In Figs. 14 and 15 we plot the normalize
envelope of the modulatione6

p-p for both quantum squeeze
light and classical squeezed light as a function of OPO g
G1 for different values of the coherent field amplitude. P
rameters are chosen to be similar to those of our DOPO
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1D atom:g i55 MHz, 2k5168 MHz, C50.95, h51, and
ks52.4g i , where h is the efficiency of coupling of the
squeezed field to the cavity.~This will be discussed in more
detail later in this section.!

Figures 14 and 15 help outline the experimental strate
The line at e6

p-p50 serves to demarcate the vacuum-on
level. If the envelope of the modulation dips below this lev
this could be indicative of a purely nonclassical effect. W
attempt to determine whether this is so by plottinge6

p-p for
both the quantum squeezed case and the classical sque
case. In Fig. 14 only the quantum squeezed case dips b
the vacuum level; the classical squeezing goes immedia
up from zero gain. For this level of coherent reference fie
the dip below zero does seem to be an indicator of a n
classical effect. However, in Fig. 15 for a stronger referen
field, both fields dip well below the~now irrelevant!
vacuum-only level.

In fact, under the assumption that alterations of the ato
parametersgx,y,z andVy,z are small~as is evidently the case

FIG. 14. Envelope of amplitude modulatione6
p-p as a function of

gain G1 for quantum ~solid line! and classical~dotted line!
squeezed light. The parameters areg i55 MHz, 2k5168 MHz, C
50.95, h51, andks52.4g i , as appropriate for the experimen
The coherent reference field amplitude isV50.8g.

FIG. 15. Same as in Fig. 14, but with larger coherent refere
field amplitudeV52g.
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for the present experiment!, it is possible to express the am
plitude Ap

6(n50) as the sum of the vacuum-only valu
Ap

no sqz(n50) and a correction term that is directly propo
tional to the small deviations of the atomic parameters fr
their vacuum-only values. One is then able to identify exp
itly a regime in which a negative value of the correction, i.
a dip below the vacuum-only level, can only result fro
negative deviations in the atomic parameters; in particu
from reductions in one or more decay ratesbelow their
vacuum-only level, which can only occur with quantu
squeezed light.

Thus there does appear to be a regime in which quan
squeezing has a unique effect, but it is a limited regim
Unfortunately, in addition, the regime is defined by the dr
field strength, which is not necessarily known to sufficie
absolute accuracy, and the relevant regime is also in gen
for low gain, where the overall modulation signal is smalle

Finally, we note that we have tested this analytic the
against a full numerical simulation of the master equation
the combined quantum OPO plus atom-cavity system.
results are that the two approaches give reasonable a
ment with one another, with the decorrelation approximat
giving a slight underestimate of the size of the probe tra
mission modulation over the limited set of parameters tes
It is important to keep in mind, then, that while the analy
decorrelation theory provides a very convenient test for co
parison with the data, that it is not exactly correct, even
an ideal scenario. The alternative of running complete
merical simulations is, however, unreasonable given
computational demands of such a task. Indeed, it is not a
clear that the effort would be worthwhile given that the e
periment presents complications for which there is little ho
of making direct calculations.

IV. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND DATA

The discussion of the comparison of theory and data
gins with the parameterh. All experimental evidence indi-
cates that, simply put, the size of observed effects is just
small. An immediate guess as to why this may be the c
points towards some form of loss of degree of squeezin
the site of the atom. We parametrize the overall loss by
quantityh.

To underscore this hypothesis, consider first the pr
transmission spectra measurements of Sec. II D 1. By far
most disappointing aspects of these measurements are
overall size of the effects and the relative height of the t
difference spectrum peaks~those due to squeezed and the
mal reservoirs!. Regarding the size of the effects, from Fig.
we expectDs;0.4 for the range of OPO gains of Fig. 7
whereasDs;0.1 is measured. As for the relative heights, t
prediction based on the theory of Sec. III is that the heigh
Ds should be approximately half as large as that ofD t ~a
Lorentzian that narrows without losing height will lead to
difference spectrum that dips to zero at line center!, while in
Fig. 7 they are almost indistinguishable. As shown in F
16, it is only as the efficiencyh of coupling of the squeeze
~and thermal! field to the atom cavity is decreased that t
two predictions fall atop one another~note that these curve
are calculated for lower OPO gain than the data of Fig. 7!.

Even with a significant effort to improve the matching
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the squeezed field to the cavity and to minimize propaga
losses, the overall size of the effects never improved.
confirm that the squeezing was actually surviving the t
between laboratories, a homodyne detector was constru
immediately in front of the atom cavity and the squeezi
was measured to be in agreement with that obtained
outside the OPO cavity.~In addition, the correspondence b
tween the OPO gain and the degree of squeezing was ex
mentally confirmed so that a simple measure of the O
phase-sensitive gain is sufficient to confirm the presence
squeezing.!

Let us now consider the losses in more detail. The
losses come from several sources. The first is the trans
efficiencyh t50.92 of the squeezed light from the output
the OPO in laboratory 2 to just before mirrorM2 of the 1D
atom cavity in laboratory 1. The second contribution com
from a birefringence of the 1D atom cavity that causes
circulating polarization to be slightly different from the ex
ternal polarizations, which are essentially perfect~to 1%!.
This causes an effective loss in the interactings1 polariza-
tion, modeled by anhb50.91. The third loss mechanism
due to imperfect mode matching of the squeezed beam to
1D atom cavity, givinghmm50.95. The fourth loss is due to
actual internal cavity scattering and absorption losses at
mirror coating as quoted above in the quantityd0 , which
leads tohc50.77. Together then, all the easily measura
loss contributions lead to a total ‘‘experimental’’ losshexpt
5hthbhmmhc50.61. If we now also include the loss due
spectator atomshspec as discussed in Sec. II C 2 and defin
the total lossh tot5hexpthspecwe get

Cmeas51.24, hspec50.41, h tot50.25;

Cmeas50.95, hspec50.49, h tot50.30;

Cmeas50.70, hspec50.57, h tot50.35;

FIG. 16. As the coupling efficiencyh is decreased, the differ
ence spectraDs,t for squeezed and thermal excitation become
creasingly difficult to distinguish.
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Cmeas50.55, hspec50.63, h tot50.38.

Unfortunately, at these levels ofh tot , the difference between
squeezed, thermal, and classically squeezed fields is diffi
to resolve. This is not surprising since the quantum fi
becomes more ‘‘classical’’ the larger the losses.

Excessive losses plague us in the same way with
phase-sensitive measurements. The effect of increased lo
due tohspecis to reduce in all cases the size ofapp ~roughly
by a factor ranging between 2 and 4!. The distinction be-
tween the cases of quantum and classical squeezing rem
~but is smaller in absolute terms! in the sense that for a give
h the size ofapp is always greater for excitation with quan
tum rather than with classical squeezing. Although this
true of the theory, experimentally we have no direct way
measuringhspecand hence we cannot unambiguously dist
guish between the two cases since for all intents and
poses theshapeof the classical and quantum curves is ide
tical and they differ only by an ill-quantified scaling.

Despite the tremendous difficulties inherent in a comp
son of theory and data for this experiment, the data do sh
clear trends that are qualitatively very similar to the trends
the theory. We will therefore now attempt to determine t
best estimates of the various parameters that match
theory to the data. The results are shown in Fig. 17, in wh
the amplitude fractional modulationapp is plotted as a func-
tion of various experimental parameters, with best fit cur
from quantum squeezing~solid curves! and classical squeez
ing ~dashed curves! predictions overlaid, corresponding t
the fit parameters of Table I. Figures 17~a! and 17~b! com-
pare the data of Fig. 12 (app vs probe detuning! to theory
and similarly Fig. 17~c! shows the data of Fig. 10 (app vs
OPO gainG1! and Figs. 17~e! and 17~f! the data of Fig. 11
~top!. Figure 17~d! is another set of data forapp vs coherent
reference field power.

Before we continue, we must point out what is obvio
from Fig. 17: The data do not overwhelmingly and convin
ingly match the theory. The small size of the effect mak
the SNR quite unfavorable, thereby making a comparison
data and theory difficult. Furthermore, our only hope of de
onstrating a distinct quantum effect of the squeezed-lig
atom interaction is with a direct comparison to the theo
since we cannot in the laboratory generate a sufficient se
classical noise reservoirs for a direct empirical comparis
Nonetheless, we can explain why it is the case that the
periment was drastically more difficult than existing theor
could have predicted, which in itself is noteworthy.

The focus of our efforts to match theory to data fa
mainly on the parameterCfit . While each of the six data set
considered here is a measurement of the peak-peak p
transmission amplitude modulation as a function of differ
parameters, we can consider all quantities except forC as
known, that is, the reference power, OPO gain, and detun
are all fixed at their measured values andh is chosen to be
the value expected fromh tot . We then let the data choose
best value ofCf it . From Table I notice that the values ofCfit

are consistently low relative toCmeas. (Cfit
sq gives the best fit

to the theory with quantum squeezed input andCfit
cl for clas-

sical squeezed input.! What do we expect forCfit? We an-
ticipate that it is only the events in which a single atom
well coupled that participate in the modulation signal, yet
ult
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experiment averages the modulation signal over all tim
Consider the following simplified situation. In the absence
spectator atoms a single atom pops in and out of a positio
the cavity at which it is optimally coupled.~It does this on a
time scale much faster than the modulation frequency.! Dur-
ing those times when the atom is optimally coupled, we m
sure a transmission amplitude modulation of sizeA. When
the atom is not in the cavity~uncoupled! we observe a dc
level of the empty cavity, with no modulation. If the atom
coupled to the cavity for some fraction of the timef , then the
overall modulation signal that we measure will be an aver
of the optimal modulation with a signal that has no modu
tion. Thus the amplitude of the modulation will be reduced
a valuef A. This situation is not all that far removed from th
experiment. In reality a single near-optimally coupled ato
pops in and out of the cavity mode from the sea of specta
atoms. It does this on a time scale corresponding to the t
sit time of atoms crossing the cavity modeT0;200 ns,
which is quite fast compared to the 300-Hz modulation f
quency. If we separate the effect of the spectator atoms
lump that into the loss parameterhspec, then the remaining
effects are due to a single atom of interest. Because we
fine the boundary between the domain of spectator atoms
that of the mode itself to begsi

2 /g0
2;(0.56)2 ~Sec. II A 2!,

this single atom experiences a range of couplings from 0.3C1

to C1 . From simulations of the atomic beam~or from ana-
lytic calculations! it is seen that the atom is strongly couple
@i.e.,g(r ).0.56g0 , Sec. II A 2# anywhere from 60% to 30%
of the time~depending on the atomic flux and henceCmeas

and how one treats the cases with two or more optima
coupled atoms!. What we are effectively achieving is to mea
sure an effective value of the near-optimally coupled eve
weighted over both their spatial coupling and the frequen
with which they attain that coupling. Thus the values ofCfit

are in keeping with the 30–60 % occupation frequency a
the 0.3C1→C1 coupling range.

These parameters arising from the distribution of atoms
the atomic beam (hspec and f , which relatesCmeas to an
effective single-atom coupling strength! play a crucial role in
our ability to distinguish between classical and quant
theory. For the data of Fig. 17, fits to the quantum squeez
and classical squeezing theories are of indistinguisha
quality, yet yield consistently different values forCfit over a
wide range of parameters (Cfit

sq,Cfit
cl in all cases.! A more

precise knowledge ofhspec, f , and experimental paramete
G1 , N̄, and Pref would uniquely determine the expecte
value of the single-atom effective coupling and the agr
ment~or otherwise! of Cfit

sq andCfit
cl with this value could then

be used to distinguish the theories. For a well-parametri
atomic beam, a somewhat more rigorous approach would
to average the theoretically predicted modulation over
distribution of atomic positions in the cavity mode~esti-
mated by simulation of the atomic beam!. This averaged
theory could then be directly compared with the data tra
and along with accurate knowledge of our experimental
rameters possibly yield a distinction between quantum
classical descriptions of the system.

In the absence of such a precise knowledge of the ato
beam, the results forCfit are found to be consistent with ou
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FIG. 17. Theory on data. The results are summarized in Table I. The solid curves are the best fit to the quantum squeezed pred
the dashed curves are the best fit to the classical squeezing prediction. The quality of the fit and the measured constraints on the
are insufficient to distinguish between the two theories.
e

th

iv
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on.
ply
par-
not
estimates ofhspecand f for either theory and are taken to b
a reasonable corroboration of the following two ideas:~i!
that the spectator atoms lead to an additional loss factor
greatly degrades the size of our modulation signals and~ii !
that the intermittency of those atom-cavity events that g
rise to the modulation signal~the well-coupled events! and
at

e

their range of coupling result in a reduced effective coop
ativity.

There is more to consider in the data-theory comparis
The gain is a directly measured quantity and can be sim
related to the parameters of the theory, so it poses no
ticular difficulties. The reference power, however, does
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TABLE I. Summary of the fitting parameters.

Data set Cmeas Cfit
so Cfit

cl Sc G1 hspec h tot

Fig. 17~a! 1.24 0.19 0.20 33 14.0 0.44 0.26
Fig. 17~b! 1.24 0.18 0.21 33 6.5 0.44 0.26
Fig. 17~c! 0.95 0.27 0.33 27.9 0.52 0.31
Fig. 17~d! 0.95 0.20 0.23 27.9 5.4 0.52 0.31
Fig. 17~e! 0.70 0.24 0.28 23.8 10.1 0.61 0.37
Fig. 17~f! 0.55 0.18 0.23 21.6 5.1 0.67 0.40
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appear directly in the theory; instead the parameterV does.
In principle, it is possible to relate the two quantities as lo
as all the details of the experiment are well known. Given
uncertainties of these parameters, there is a better wa
attack the problem though. We have both measured and
culated ‘‘saturation’’ curves. The measured curve com
from blocking the output of the OPO while scanning t
power of the reference field and is shown, for example, in
bottom graph of Fig. 11. The calculated version comes fr
the theory by simply ‘‘shutting off’’ the squeezing and sca
ning the power ofV. By fitting the two with a free scaling
parameterSc the two quantities can be related and picowa
of reference power can be converted to values ofV2, with
the results shown in Table I. Of course this method suff
from the same difficulties as discussed above, but is adeq
for the purpose at hand. This method accounts for fac
that would otherwise be difficult to take into account, such
the difference in saturation between one localized atom w
cooperativity C and a sample of atoms withN̄51 and
N̄C15C.

CONCLUSION

Given the complexity and difficulty of this experiment,
is remarkable that the data follow a trend faithful to a si
plified ~yet still complicated! theory. We have observe
modification in the response of our atom-cavity system wh
a squeezed vacuum is injected into the cavity. In particu
the transmission to a weak probe beam is dependent on
phase of the squeezed field relative to a coherent satura
field, resulting in a modulated probe transmission as
phase of the squeezing is scanned. We have mapped ou
amplitude of this modulation as a function of our vario
experimental parameters, OPO gain, probe detuning, co
ent saturating field strength, and atom number, fitting the
curves to these data to infer the coupling strength.

It is unfortunate that we are not, however, able to ma
any definitive statement that we are observing manifestat
of the nonclassical interaction between atoms and sque
light, a result that we attribute to unforeseen additional l
mechanisms arising from our thermal atomic beam a
source of atoms. This experiment, along with Ref.@99#,
points to the unsuitability of this type of thermal source f
measurement of single-atom quantum effects and to the
sirability of developing methods for the real-time interrog
tion of true single atoms, such as those currently being
veloped in our group@100,101#. Despite the lack of an
unequivocal observation of nonclassical effects, there
nonetheless unquestionably some interesting results from
g
e
to

al-
s

e

s

s
ate
rs
s
h
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n
r,
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ing
e
the

er-
y
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s
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experiment pertaining to issues that have never before s
the harsh light of the laboratory.
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APPENDIX: FURTHER THEORETICAL DETAILS

In this appendix we outline the theoretical approach
have taken to deriving expressions for the parametersgx,y,z
and Vy,z appearing in the single-atom optical Bloch equ
tions. Having adiabatically eliminated the cavity mode a
following, for example, Refs.@22,29#, one can derive the
stochasticOBE’s

ṡx52@~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#sx1aX~ t !sz , ~A1!

ṡy52@~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#sy1Vsz1aY~ t !sz ,
~A2!

ṡz52g~112C1!2g~112C1!sz2Vsy2aX~ t !sx

2aY~ t !sy , ~A3!

whereaX(t) andaY(t) are noise terms modeling the effec
of squeezing from the OPO output on the effective cavi
modified vacuum field experienced by the cavity-confin
atom. The statistics of these noise sources are defined b
moments

^aX~ t !&5^aY~ t !&50, ~A4!

^aX~ t !aX&562hgC1

b1
2 2b2

2

2b7
e2b7t

[2hgC1~N6M !b7e2b7t, ~A5!

^aY~ t !aY&572hgC1

b1
2 2b2

2

2b6
e2b6t

[2hgC1~N7M !b6e2b6t, ~A6!

where we have used the notationb65(ks/2)6e with ks the
OPO cavity linewidth@x5e/(ks/2)# and 6 corresponds to
the two choices of relative phase between coherent
squeezed fieldsf50 andf5p/2. The parameterh is the
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efficiency of coupling of the squeezed field to the cav
mode. We note finally that the additional parameterg tr ap-
pearing in the OBE’s has been added to model the effect
transit broadening in the experiment.

We proceed by formally integrating two of the abo
equations and substituting the resultant expressions into
of

he

third equation; this is repeated for each equation. Averag
over the noise, we make a so-calleddecorrelation
approximation, whereby, e.g., ^aX(t)aX(t8)sx(t8)&
→^aX(t)aX(t8)&^sx(t8)&. Noting also that for the choice
of phasef50 andf5p/2 one haŝ aX(t)aY(t8)&50, the
following equations result:
e that
ls, then
]

]t
^sx&52@~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#^sx&2

1

p E
0

t

dt8H Fl11
g

2
~112C1!1g trGel1~ t2t8!

2Fl21
g

2
~112C1!1g trGel2~ t2t8!J ^aX~ t !aX~ t8!&^sx~ t8!&, ~A7!

]

]t
^sy&52@~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#^sy&1V^sz&2

1

p E
0

t

dt8H Fl11
g

2
~112C1!1g trGel1~ t2t8!

2Fl21
g

2
~112C1!1g trGel2~ t2t8!J ^aY~ t !aY~ t8!&^sy~ t8!&2

V

p E
0

t

dt8@el1~ t2t8!2el2~ t2t8!#

3^aY~ t !aY~ t8!&^sz~ t8!&, ~A8!

]

]t
^sz&52g~112C1!2g~112C1!^sz&2V^sy&2

1

p E
0

t

dt8H Fl11
g

2
~112C1!1g trGel2~ t2t8!

2Fl21
g

2
~112C1!1g trGel1~ t2t8!J ^aY~ t !aY~ t8!&^sz~ t8!&2E

0

t

dt8e2@~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#~ t2t8!^aX~ t !aX~ t8!&^sz~ t8!&

1
V

p E
0

t

dt8@el1~ t2t8!2el2~ t2t8!#^aY~ t !aY~ t8!&^sy~ t8!&, ~A9!

where

l652
3

4
g~112C1!2

1

2
g tr6

1

2
p, p5A@~g/2!~112C1!2g tr#

224V2. ~A10!

Assuming reasonably fast decay of the exponentials, one can set the upper integral limits to infinity. If we also assumV
is sufficiently large thatp is complex and perhaps also of the order of, or larger than, the decay rates in the exponentia
reasonable substitutions for^sy(t8)& and ^sz(t8)& in the integrals are

^sy~ t8!&.cos@~p/2i !~ t2t8!#^sy~ t !&2sin@~p/2i !~ t2t8!#^sz~ t !&,
~A11!

^sz~ t8!&.cos@~p/2i !~ t2t8!#^sz~ t !&1sin@~p/2i !~ t2t8!#^sy~ t !&.

In this way, the integrodifferential equations above are reduced to differential equations of the form~36!, with the various
coefficients to be determined by evaluating the various integrals.

In particular, these coefficients are~having used the substitutions above!

gx5
1

2
g~112C1!1g tr12gC1h~N7M !

1

p
b6F2

l11~g/2!~112C1!1g tr

l12b6
1

l21~g/2!~112C1!1g tr

l22b6
G , ~A12!

gy5
1

2
g~112C1!1g tr1gC1h~N6M !

V

ip
b7F2

1

l12b71p/2
1

1

l12b72p/2
1

1

l22b71p/2
2

1

l22b72p/2G
1gC1h~N6M !

1

p
b7H 2@l11~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#S 1

l12b71p/2
1

1

l12b72p/2D1@l21~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#

3S 1

l22b71p/2
1

1

l22b72p/2D J , ~A13!
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gz5g~112C1!1gC1h~N6M !
1

p
b7H 2@l11~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#S 1

l22b71p/2
1

1

l22b72p/2D
1@l21~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#S 1

l12b71p/2
1

1

l12b72p/2D J
2gC1h~N6M !

V

ip
b7S 1

l12b71p/2
2

1

l12b72p/2
2

1

l22b71p/2
1

1

l22b72p/2D
1gC1h~N7M !b6H 1

@~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#1b62~p/2!
1

1

@~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#1b61~p/2! J , ~A14!

Vz5V2gC1h~N6M !
V

p
b7F2

1

l12b71p/2
2

1

l12b72p/2
1

1

l22b71p/2
1

1

l22b72p/2G
1gC1h~N6M !

1

ip
b7H 2@l11~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#S 1

l12b71p/2
2

1

l12b72p/2D
1@l21~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#S 1

l22b71p/2
2

1

l22b72p/2D J , ~A15!

Vy5V1gC1h~N6M !
1

ip
b7H 2@l11~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#S 1

l22b71p/2
2

1

l22b72p/2D
1@l21~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#S 1

l12b71p/2
2

1

l12b72p/2D J
1gC1h~N6M !

V

p
b7S 1

l12b71p/2
1

1

l12b72p/2
2

1

l22b71p/2
2

1

l22b72p/2D
2gC1h~N7M !ib6H 1

@~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#1b62~p/2!
2

1

@~g/2!~112C1!1g tr#1b61~p/2! J . ~A16!

These expressions can be further manipulated to eliminate some factors, but the resulting forms are probably not m
enlightening than those above. For the case in whichV is small, the substitutions of Eq.~A11! are best replaced simply with
^sy(t8)&.^sy(t)& and ^sz(t8)&.^sz(t)&, which leads to a considerable simplification of the forms for the coefficie
Finally, we note that to model the effect ofclassicalsqueezing with a finite bandwidth~for comparison with the quantum
squeezing case!, we simply setaY(t)50 @aX(t)50# for f50 (f5p/2) in the equations above.
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